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While an Aerospace Engineering student at Georgia Tech, I was selected by the
U.S. Defense Department to be one of 25 engineering students from the U.S. to
study in Japan. I had never been outside the U.S. (except to drive to Niagara Falls
from my grandparents' house in Buffalo, NY). I was in a small town in Japan and
had agreed to speak no English (so my charades got really good). I experienced
being the "gaijin," the foreigner. I was completely outside my comfort zone and I
learned what my biases and blind spots were as well as experienced being
different and being the outsider. This experience led to my being a better listener,
being more resilient and being more empathetic to my clients, my teammates and
my stakeholders.

Lara Hodgson is the Co-Founder & CEO of Now. Now’s mission is to enable
businesses to grow fearlessly by providing access to capital, commerce,
and customer opportunities.

"The Captain Class" by Sam Walker is a must read for any executive. The 17 most
dominant teams in sports history, globally across all sports, had one thing in
common - not a star player, not a great coach...but rather a singular "captain"
formally or informally selected, with the grit and doggedness to refuse defeat and
the courage to stand apart, although not always stand out front. Every team needs
this person whether in an office building or on a playing field. It is not the star
performer and not defined by formal title - who is your team's "captain?"

The biggest hurdle to overcome is yourself. When you start a business you and the
business are inseparable. As the business grows it takes on a life of its own and
you have to get out of your own way. Just because you can and have done every
role does not mean you should. Just because you know the answer doesn't mean
you know the question any longer.

What would your greatest fan say about you? What would your greatest adversary
say about you?

Small businesses are the engine of the economy and while many businesses are
being formed in the wake of COVID, our nation is in an entrepreneurial crisis
because the companies being started are jobs not sustainable businesses. Starting
a business has never been easier but scaling a business has never been harder. In
the past, small businesses have been counseled to use the same capital sources
and structures as large businesses but the real solution for access to capital for
small businesses will not be traditional finance solutions, instead it will be
innovations in commerce and payments.


